
          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

 

C1 - PRIX PHAETON - 2550m (a1m1/2) - Class F Race - Harness - EUR € 

18,000  

 
1. LIPARI - Ran well on debut when third in Class F at this course over 2650m on 15 April. Can 
fight out the finish again 

2. LIBERTY FRANCE - Has run well in both starts so far and was runner-up last time out in Class 
G at Bihorel-lès-Rouen over 2500m on 1 April. Place chance 

3. LORD TURGOT - Not disgraced on debut when 6th in Class F at this course over 2650m on 
15 April. Be right there at the finish 

4. L'ESPOIR - Showed some promise when runner-up on debut but was disqualified last time out 
at Nancy on 30 March. Can bounce back to score 

5. LOUNA DE SUZON - Has not shown much in two starts and was 9th last time out in Class F at 
this course over 2650m on 15 April. More is needed to beat these rivals 

6. LOUXOR BEGONIA - A three-year-old gelding by  Alto de Viette out of Uriane Bégonia who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

Summary: L'ESPOIR (4) fluffed his lines with a disqualification last time out but did run well on 
debut and looks the one to be with if reproducing that performance. LIPARI (1) ran well when 
third on debut and that was at this course so she should be right there at the finish once again. 
LORD TURGOT (3) is likely to improve on the debut and could contest the finish this time. 
LIBERTY FRANCE (2) as run well in both starts but its may be a tougher task this time around. 

SELECTIONS 

L'ESPOIR (4) - LIPARI (1) - LORD TURGOT (3) - LIBERTY FRANCE (2) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C2 - PRIX HENRI DURREY - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 24,000  

 

1. JASMINE DE TEIX - Unreliable and was 9th last time out in Class F at Carhaix over 2800m on 7 April. 
Best watched for now 

2. JEU ROYAL - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Toulouse on 12 April. Capable of better but 

others are preferred 

3. JOLIE ROMAINE - Struggling of late and was 9th and barefoot last time out in Class E at Toulouse over 

2950m on 12 April. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

4. JOLLY DES BORDES - Disappointing form of late and was 7th last time out in Class F at Amiens over 
2400m on 13 April. Capable of better and has a place chance 

5. JET SAN LEANDRO - Disappointing form of late and was 9th last time out in Class F at Toulouse over 
2750m on 15 March. Capable of an upset of at best 

6. JOE LOUIS - Struggling of late and was 11th last time out in Class F at Agen-Le Passage over 2575m on 
14 April. Others are much preferred 

7. JACK SPARROW GO - Showed some improvement when 5th last time out in Class F at Toulouse over 
2750m on 25 February. Might play a minor role 

8. JUMPIE PURPLE - Disappointing last two runs and was tenth last time out in Class E at Maure-de-

Bretagne over 2850m on 25 February. Others are preferred 

9. JADOU DU LUPIN - Fluffed his lines with the disqualified last time out at Angers on 31 January. Barefoot 
this time and can bounce back to score 

10. JOLIE MAJYC - Unreliable and was 7th last time out at Royan-Atlantique over 2475m on 7 April. More 
is needed to win this race 

11. JAGUAR DE DALINE - On a very long losing run and was 7th last time out in Class E at Rambouillet 
over 2800m on 21 April. In good form before that and can contest the finish 

12. JEEN LOVER - Very consistent this year and was fourth last time out at Royan-Atlantique on 7 April. 
Place chance 

13. JAGUAR DU LONDEL - In very good form and was a winner last time out at Royan-Atlantique over 

2475m on 7 April. Likes the grass but can follow up 

14. JASMIN DHELPA - Returned to form with a good third last time out in Class D at Vincennes over 2100m 

on 13 April. Not out of it 

15. JACK L'EVENTREUR - Really struggling of late and was disqualified last time out at Angers on 3 April. 
Others are preferred 

16. JAVA D'ANAMA - Very unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Laval on 30 March. Capable of 
winning on best form 

Summary: JAVA D'ANAMA (16) has struggled of late but does have a winning chance in a very 
competitive-looking race. JADOU DU LUPIN (9) was disqualified last time out but is barefoot and capable of 
bouncing back to win. JASMIN DHELPA (14) is returning to best form and should contest the finish again. 
JAGUAR DE DALINE (11) was in good form before a disappointing last run and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

JAVA D'ANAMA (16) - JADOU DU LUPIN (9) - JASMIN DHELPA (14) - JAGUAR DE DALINE (11) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C3 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME D'ANGOULEME - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Class E 

Race - Harness - EUR € 24,000  

 
1. HELIA D'AVIGNERE - Unreliable and was 5th last time out in Class G at Vire over 2825m on 
31 March. Capable of making the frame 

2. INES DES COTEAUX - Disqualified in her last two starts with the latest being at Châtelaillon-
La Rochelle21 April. Capable of a surprise if wise 

3. ISIS D'ERAH - More than a year since last win but has been consistent of late and was fourth 
last time out in Class G at this course over 2550m on 15 April. Be right there at the finish once 
again 

4. HIMALAYA DU FORT - Unreliable and was 6th last time out in Class G at  Agen-Le Passage 
over 2575m on 21 April. Others are preferred 

5. HANSKA SAUTONNE - Unreliable and was 8th last time out in Class G at  Agen-Le Passage 
over 2575m on 21 April. Others are preferred 

6. HARMONY ANGOT - She has been in good form all year in modest company and was third 
last time out in Class G at  Agen-Le Passage over 2575m on 21 April. Place chance 

7. HIGH TECH ROC - Mostly modest form of late and was 6th last time out in Class G at Reims 
over 2550m on 25 April. Needs to do a bit more to win this race. Might place 

8. HISTOIRE DE JAVA - Won her penultimate start in a Mounted race but does have 
disqualification issues and was disqualified last time out at Enghien on 18 April. Others are 
preferred 

9. IDAHI DE HOUELLE - Battling to regain best form and was disqualified last time out at Laval 
on 25 April. Best watched for now 

10. HALAFOLY ROBSEN - Disappointing last two runs and was 11th last time out in Class E at 
Saint-Omer over 2625m on 14 April. Capable of better and could be the surprise package of the 
race 

11. IZAYA DE COUSSERAT - Very consistent of late and was third last time out in Class G at 
Beaumont-de-Lomagne over 2550m on 1 April. Barefoot and should fight out the finish again 

12. IGNAME DE BLAY - Bounced back to form when scoring last time out in Class E at Angers 
over 3125m on 23 March. Can follow up 

Summary: A weak race that might go the way of IGNAME DE BLAY (12) when returned to her 
best last time out and can follow up. IZAYA DE COUSSERAT (11) is very consistent and will be 
barefoot and fighting out the finish. ISIS D'ERAH (3) has been consistent of late and should be in 
the mix of things yet again. HELIA D'AVIGNERE (1) is unreliable but did not run badly last time 
out and deserves some respect. 

SELECTIONS 

IGNAME DE BLAY (12) - IZAYA DE COUSSERAT (11) - ISIS D'ERAH (3) - HELIA 

D'AVIGNERE (1) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C4 - PRIX ANDRE CARRUS - 2550m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. KILOVE DU GOUTIER - Unreliable but did run well when third last time out in Class F at 
Nancy over 2600m on 30 March. Can do even better this time around 

2. KIKO DU VIGNAC - Very consistent and was runner-up last time out in Class E at Toulouse 
over 2750m on 10 February. Not out of it 

3. KOP DE NARMONT - Yet to win a race but was barefoot and third last time out in Class E at 
Agen-Le Passage over 2625m on 4 March. Place chance 

4. KALLISTO DE LASTEL - Disappointing form of late and was tenth last time out in Class E at 
Agen-Le Passage over 2575m on 5 April. Others are preferred 

5. KELLE DES MARAIS - Unreliable and was 9th last time out in Class E at  Agen-Le Passage 
over 2575m on 15 October. Likely to need this run returning from a break 

6. KISS AND FLY - Struggling of late and was disqualified last time out at Toulouse on 12 April. 
Best watched for now 

7. KORINTO BELLO - Returned to his best when winning last time out in Class F at Cholet over 
2800m on 1 April. Can double up 

8. KOCCINELLE BEY - Disqualified in her last three starts with the latest being at Agen-Le 
Passage on 12 February. Has ability but is hard to trust 

9. KLASSIC MENCOURT - Showed some improvement when runner-up last time out in Class E 
at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2925m on 5 March. Capable of making the frame 

10. KAVRIK DE GUEZ - Much improved this year and was a winner last time out in Class F at 
this course over 2650m on 15 April. Can follow up 

11. KRITERE DE L'ETRE - Yet to win a race and was well beaten last time out in Class E at  
Agen-Le Passage over 2575m on 5 April. Capable of better and could play a minor role 

12. KAISER DU CHATELET - Only moderate in his last two starts and was 7th last time out in 
Class E at Toulouse over 2150m on 12 April. More is needed to win this race 

13. KRONOS ZEN - Hard to trust and was disqualified last time out at Cholet on 1 April. Has 
ability and is quite capable of winning 

Summary: KORINTO BELLO (7) could be improving and won nicely enough last time out to 
suggest he can score again. KILOVE DU GOUTIER (1) is unreliable but did run well last time out 
and could do even better this time around. KAVRIK DE GUEZ (10) has shown improvement of 
late and won nicely at this course last time out. It is not easy to work out what KRONOS ZEN (13) 
is as he is capable of winning or being disqualified. 

SELECTIONS 

KORINTO BELLO (7) - KILOVE DU GOUTIER (1) - KAVRIK DE GUEZ (10) - KRONOS ZEN 

(13) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C5 - GRAND PRIX BARON D'ARDEUIL AOC BUZET - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 30,000  

 

1. HIBOU D'ERPION - Disappointing last run when 6th in Class E at Cordemais over 2650m on 21 April. Capable of 
better and could make the frame 

2. HISTOIRE DU LUPIN - Has disqualification issues but she did run well when runner-up last time out in Class E at 
Cordemais over 2650m on 21 April. Deserves respect in this line-up 

3. GAYA DES BROUSSES - Has struggled this year and was well beaten last time out in Class G at  Châtillon-sur-
Chalaronne over 2675m on 25 March. Others are preferred 

4. GLAMOUR YOMA - A bit of a disappointment when 6th last time out in Class G at Vincennes over 2525m on 9 April. 
Capable of making the frame 

5. GENIE DE L'OUEST - Showed some improvement when fourth last time out in Class F at Nancy over 2600m on 14 
April. More is needed to win but could play a minor role 

6. FIER DE BOUERE - Very unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Beaumont-de-Lomagne on 31 March. Hard to 
trust and others are preferred 

7. GRANITA BELLA - Has struggled of late and was 8th last time out in Class F at Agen-Le Passage over 2050m on 14 
April. Others are preferred 

8. FOREVER DE PAME - Battling to regain best form and was 8th last time out in Class F at Lyon-La Soie over 3250m on 
10 April. Others are preferred 

9. FORREST BOIS MORIN - Disappointing form of late and was tenth last time out in Class D at Toulouse over 2950m on 
20 September. Returns from a break barefoot so could improve 

10. HAMILTON STAR - Has lost his way of late and was well beaten last time out in Class C at Agen-Le Passage over 
2625m on 5 April. More is needed to win this race 

11. GEGE DE FROMENTEL - Has really struggled of late and was 8th last time out at  Agen-Le Passage over 2625m on 
5 April. Others are much preferred 

12. HOLLY D'ECHAL - Unreliable but did run well when fourth last time out in Class D at Vincennes over 2100m on 19 
April. Can fight out the finish if in the same mood 

13. GAJAC - On a very long losing run and was 5th last time out in Class E at Toulouse over 2950m on 19 April. More is 
needed to win this race 

14. GUIMAUVE DANOVER - Unreliable and was 8th last time out in Class E at Toulouse over 2950m on 19 April. 
Capable of better and is not out of it 

15. FLAMBOYANT DU RIB - Has major disqualification issues of late and was disqualified last time out at Tours on 14 
April. Best watched for now 

16. GILBERTO - Has struggled so far this year and was 8th last time out in Class E at Tours over 2800m on 14 April. 
Needs major improvement to win 

17. GALANT DE CAREL - Unreliable and was fourth last time out in Class D at Cavaillon over 2525m on 9 April. Might 
play a minor role 

18. HIDDEN TEXAS - Has disqualification issues but did run well when 5th last time out in Class D at Vincennes over 
2700m on 5 April. Capable of winning 

Summary: HIDDEN TEXAS (18) is not easy to trust but did run well when fifth last time out and is capable of doing a lot 
better this time around. HOLLY D'ECHAL (12) is unreliable but ran well last time out and is capable of winning a race like 
this. GUIMAUVE DANOVER (14) is capable of better than the last run would suggest and deserves respect. HISTOIRE 
DU LUPIN (2) is good when in the mood and is clearly not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

HIDDEN TEXAS (18) - HOLLY D'ECHAL (12) - GUIMAUVE DANOVER (14) - HISTOIRE DU LUPIN (2) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C6 - PRIX DU MUGUET - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Mounted - EUR 

€ 24,000  

 
1. JUSTICIER DE DUFA - He was disqualified in his last five starts last year with the latest being 
at Auch on 11 November. Best watched for now 

2. IMPERATIF LA BORIE - Has struggled of late and was tenth last time out in Class F harness 
race at Paray-le-Monial over 2625m on 9 March. Others are preferred 

3. HEROS OF JACK - Has lost his way of late and was 11th last time out in a harness race at 
Nort-sur-Erdre over 3100m on 14 April. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

4. JOLIE QUEEN - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Amiens on 19 April. Might play 
a minor role 

5. JOSVIL - Disappointing form of late and was 11th last time out in Class E at Vincennes over 
2100m on 13 April. Capable of improvement under the saddle 

6. IOKO TARTIFUME - Disappointing form of late and was disqualified last time out at 
Castillonnès on 1 April. Others are preferred 

7. JAG MAHCATH - Unbeaten in three starts since trying this shoe combination with the latest 
win being in Class E at Vincennes over 2700m on 28 February. Big chance 

8. GOLD DE CHOISEL - Showed some improvement when runner-up last time out in a Claimer 
harness race at Toulouse over 2325m on 19 April. Can play a minor role back in a Mounted race 

9. HEPICETOU - Disappointing last two runs and was 7th last time out in Class F at Toulouse 
over 2950m on 12 April. Unreliable but could pop up in a place 

10. HAWK DES LOISES - Has struggled of late and was well beaten in a harness race at 
Châtelaillon-La Rochelle last time out over 250m on 21 April. Has run well in a Mounted race 
before and could contest the finish 

11. JAMAICA - Unreliable but was not disgraced when 5th last time out in Class A at  Vincennes 
over 2700m on 12 April. Can do even better this time 

12. GOOD BYE ANGOT - Very unreliable and was well beaten last time out in Class G Mounted 
race at Castillonnès over 2450m on 1 April. Best watched for now 

13. JASON DU CONROY - Unreliable but did run well when fourth last time out in Class C at 
Vincennes over 2700m on 16 April. Be right there in the mix of things 

Summary: JAG MAHCATH (7) pulled off a hat-trick of wins since trying his current shoe 
arrangement and can win again. JASON DU CONROY (13) did better when fourth last time out 
and is capable of fighting out this finish. JAMAICA (11) was not disgraced under the saddle last 
time out and deserves respect for that performance. HAWK DES LOISES (10) has run well in a 
Mounted race before and could contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

JAG MAHCATH (7) - JASON DU CONROY (13) - JAMAICA (11) - HAWK DES LOISES (10) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C7 - PRIX AGRI 33 - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 24,000  

 

1. ICEMAN CASTELETS - Only modest form of late and was 6th last time out in a Claimer at Vincennes 
over 2875m on 17 October. Likely to need this run returning from a break 

2. ILLYTRASS - Well beaten in both starts this year and was 8th last time out in Class F at Châtelaillon-La 

Rochelle over 25m on 21 April. Best watched for now 

3. ILTON CADENCE - On a long losing run and was 5th last time out in Class F at Agen-Le Passage over 

2625m on 24 March. More is needed to win this race 

4. IMPERIAL JAYF - Disappointing last two runs and was 11th last time out in Class G at this course over 
2550m on 15 April. Needs to do more to win this race 

5. IQUITO DU LEARD - Struggling of late and was 6th last time out in Class G at this course over 2550m on 
15 April. Needs to do a bit more to win 

6. IDEAL WINNER - Showed some improvement when 5th in Class G at this course over 2550m on 15 
April. Could do even better this time around 

7. INFATIGABLE - Disappointing last run when 9th in Class G at Castillonnès over 2450m on 1 April. Might 
play a minor role 

8. IPSY DJOB - Disappointing form of late and was disqualified last time out at Cholet on 1 April. Capable of 

earning some minor money 

9. IN LOVE DE VALMIER - Unreliable and was 8th last time out in a Mounted race at Vincennes over 
2700m on 4 December. More is needed to win in this harness race 

10. IVANHOE PAULOIS - Moderate form of late and was 8th last time out in Class E at Caen over 2450m 
on 27 March. Needs to do more to win this race 

11. IVAN DU JAYLE - Very consistent this year and was runner-up last time out in Class F at Agen-Le 
Passage over 2625m on 24 March. Capable of getting involved with the finish again 

12. ILTON CASH - Has only lost once in the last five starts and was a winner last time out in Class F at 
Agen-Le Passage over 2625m on 24 March. Big chance 

13. ILOU FIRST RICHER - In very good form and was runner-up last time out in Class G at Beaumont-de-

Lomagne over 255m on 1 April. Be right there at the finish 

14. INFERNO POURPRE - Disappointing last run when 6th in Class E at Agen-Le Passage over 2625m on 

24 March. Capable of better and could contest the finish 

15. HAMIGO - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Tours on 14 April. Capable of bouncing back 
to be a threat 

Summary: ILTON CASH (12)remains in very good form with four wins in the last five starts. He was 
impressive last time out and can follow up. ILOU FIRST RICHER (13) is in very good heart and can fight out 
the finish yet again. INFERNO POURPRE (14) seems capable of better than the recent runs would suggest 
and could pop up. HAMIGO (15) was disqualified last time out but is also capable of winning when in the 
mood. 

SELECTIONS 

ILTON CASH (12) - ILOU FIRST RICHER (13) - INFERNO POURPRE (14) - HAMIGO (15) 



          MONDAY, 29/04/24 

C8 - GRAND PRIX SC IMMOBILIER EQUESTRE - 2650m (a1m1/2) - Gr3 

Race - Harness - EUR € 64,000  

 
1. DANTE TURGOT - Unreliable and was 11th last time out in Class D at Vincennes over 2700m 
on 5 April. Battling to win but could play a minor role 

2. HIWI ROCQ - Hat-trick seeking after some solid wins in Class E at Toulouse over 2950m on 19 
April. Tackles stronger but is not out of it 

3. ENTRE AMIS - On a long losing run and was disqualified last time out at Carpentras on 14 
April. Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

4. HINDEN - Disqualified in his last two starts with the latest being at Vincennes on 17 May. 
Returns from a lengthy break and is likely to need this run 

5. FUTUR DU CHENE - Very unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Toulouse on 12 
April. Capable of better and deserves some respect 

6. DORUCK - Unreliable and was 9th last time out in Class B at Vincennes over 2100m on 13 
April. Others are preferred 

7. EDDY DU VIVIER - Struggling to regain best form and was disqualified last time out at 
Cavaillon on 9 April. Unlikely to win 

8. GO FOR THE GOLD - A bit of a disappointment when only 6th last time out in a Mounted race 
at Vincennes over 2850m on 28 January. Better under the saddle and others are preferred 

9. INO DU LUPIN - Unbeaten in all five of his starts this year with the latest being at Vincennes 
over 2850m on 19 April. Clearly the one to beat 

10. GANGSTER DU WALLON - Disappointing form of late and was 9th last time out in Gr.3. at 
Angers over 3100m on 3 April. Capable of an upset on best form 

11. FAKIR DE MAHEY - Has major disqualification issues and was disqualified last time out at 
Ecommoy on 31 March. Capable of earning some money 

12. GITANO - Ultra-consistent and was fourth last time out in Class A at Ecommoy over 2750m 
on 31 March. Can contest the finish 

13. GRACE DU DIGEON - In good form of late and was a Gr.3. winner last time out at Angers 
over 3100m on 3 April. Should fight out the finish again 

14. FAKIR MERITE - Moderate form of late and was 7th last time out in Class B at Toulouse over 
2325m on 12 April. Needs to do more to win this race 

Summary: INO DU LUPIN (9) has been at the top of his games being barefoot and a winner in all 
five starts of this year. There is no real reason to suggest he will win not pick up this Gr.3. 
contest. GITANO (12) never goes down without a fight and will contest te finish of this lucky last 
race. GRACE DU DIGEON (13) is in good form and won a Gr.3. last time out. HIWI ROCQ (2) 
tackles stronger this time in his hat-trick attempt. 

SELECTIONS 

INO DU LUPIN (9) - GITANO (12) - GRACE DU DIGEON (13) - HIWI ROCQ (2) 

 


